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CHAPTER I I NTRODUCTION 

1. The Problem 

Differentiations among levels of socioeconomic status within a population 

forma signifioant part of sociological research. The ability to identify and 

measure sucp differences is important not only for studies deali ng directly 

with socioeconomic status, but also for stati stioal control in -Jmalysis of 

other types of sociological data. Regional comparisons of fertility, for 

example, as sume much additional meaning if the factor of socioeconomic status 

can be held constant. 

There are many indexes of socioeconomic status, but apparently only two 

standardized multiple-factor scales specifically designed for use with farm 

families. The first of these is William H. Sewall ' s fann frunily socioeconomic 

status scele published in 1940. 1 The second., a short form of the first, was 

published by Sewell in 1943. 2 While -these scales provide useful indexes of 

socioeconomic status, they possess certain limitations which indicate that 

advantages might be gained by application of new approaches and new~teehniques 

to the problem of scale construction and validation. 

In presenting his first scale, Sewell i ndicated certain needs f or further 

research: 

Although field experience has shown that the present scale is easily 
applicable , its usefulness will be considerably enhanced if its length may 
be reduced wi thout sacrifice in its validi ty and reliability. At the 
present t ime t he writer is making an exhaustive study of this problem. 
Prelimi nary results indicate that the social participation items may be 

1 Willi am H. Sewell~ The Construction and Standardization of a Scale for 
t he Measurement of t he Soci'o:iconomic Status of Oklahoma Farm Families, Still
water: Oklahoma-rgrI"cultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin 9, 1940. 

2 William H. Sewell . "A Short Form of t he Farm Family Socioeconom.to 
Status Scale ," Th..ra.l Sooiologz, 8 (Jime• 1943 }, 161- 169. 



dropped without any sacrifice in so far as the present Oklahoma. sample 
is concerned. However., a definite conclusion on this point must be 
withheld pending further evidence bot h for Oklahoma and other areas. 

A further problem of practical and technical importance is to 
determine whether the items of the soale measure a single common factor. 
Preliminary analysis indicates that they do ; but more detailed analyses 
both of the separate items and of the indexes based on samples from thia 
and other areas., must be made before an adequate answer may be given to 
this question. 

Another problem of considerable importance will be to develop a 
more adequat.e system of weights for the scale items. Recently., technique a 
have been developed for weighting items according to the extent to which 
they measure a common factor. It will, perhaps., be worth while to attempt 
to utilize these at some time in the future. It may also be necessary to 
devise new sets of weights for other cultural areas.3 

From the above quotation, one may ascertain three problem areas with which 

this study is concerned: {l) the need for a scale shorter in length than the 

original Sewell scale, (2) the need to test for the presence of a single facto~ 

common to all of the items, and (3) the possibility of developing more adequate 

item weights. The last two of these problem areas are applicable to the short 

scale as well as to the original one. There is some reason to believe that 

other techniques for the selection of items for a short scale might be pref

erable to those originally used.4 Sewell mentioned one other problem in the 

u se of his scales by stating., "A scale, such as the present one,. based entirely 

on cultural traits of one type or another, must of necessity be revised from 

time to time to compensate for changes in the rural culture."5 Such a revision 

for an Oklahoma population has recently been made by John c. Beleher. 6 This 

3 Sewell., The Construction and Standardization of a Scale for the Measure
~ E.!_ ~ Sooio:ie,onomic Status of Oklahoma Farm Families, pp.--gg:.M. 

4 Genevieve .ICnupfer and Robert K. Merton.,. "Discussion," Rural Socic,logy., 
8 (June, 1943), 169-170. 

5 Sewell., The Construction and Standardization of a Scale for the Measure
~ of ~ Socio:i'conomic Status of Oklahoma ~ Families ., P• Me --

6 John C. Belcher,. Eyalu!ltion and Rest~dardization 2£. S-ewe-lil,' ji Socio
Economi<D S.oal•, Unpublieh.od St.udJ,. Okiaboma .Agricultural and Meohattioe.l College. 
Department of Sociology and Rural Life, 1950• 
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revision followed the procedure established by Sewell and the results are 

utilized in the present study. 

Closely related to the concept of srcioeconomic status is that of plane 

or level of living. A standardized multiple-factor scale for the measurement 

of the latter runong Ohio farm people was published by A. R. Mangus and Howard 

Cottam in 1941. 7 This scale is similar to Sewall's in construction and is sub-

ject to the same general methodological limitations as his short form. 

2. Purpose 

An underlying assumption in constructi on of previous scales for measure-

ment of the socioeconomic status of farm families is that items included in 

such scales measure a single connnon factor. i.e., socioeconomic status. It is 

with this assumption that the present study is chiefly concerned. Its purposes 

are: ( 1) to construct a short scale for the measurement of the socioeconomic 

status of open-country families in Oklahoma, (2) to test empirically, in the 

construction of the scale, the presence of a single factor of socioeconomic 

status assumed in previous scales and (3) to establish methodologically the 

utility of the scale constructed. 

3. Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of this study, then, is that a factor analysis of items 

shown through i nternal consistency techniques to be associated with socioeconomic 

status will yield a single major factor. This factor may logically be assumed 

to be socioeconomic status. If present data support this hypothesis a basis ia 

provided for construction of a scale for its measurement. On the other hand_ 

7 A. R. Mangus and Howard R. Cottam. Level of Living, Social Particitation, 
end AdJuatmen,t of~~ People, Columbus, Ohio Agricultural Experimen~ 
Builetin 624. 19il.. 
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empirical rejection of this single factor hypothesis would indicate that there 

are types of socioeconomic status. Each, then, should be identified and measur ... 

ment should proceed from the assumption of their differences. 

4. Source and Nature of Data 

I n the spring and summer of 1947, Robert T. McMillan conducted a rural 

life survey in Oklahoma. This study included 825 open- country families in 

four selected counties under sampling procedure designed to reflect information 

for the open-country population of the State a.s a whole. 8 These data provide 

the essential material for the present study. 

In evaluating the applicability of McMillan ' s samplo for use in the 

present st11dy > criteria previously established by Sewell have been accepted. 9 

The requirements set for the selection of the test populati on in Sewell ' s 

work were: (1) ..... it should be representative of the state as a whole in as 

1nany characteristics as possible" and ( 2) " ••• it should contain within its 

boundaries as many levels of socioeconomic status as possible ••• 11 In regard 

i;o the first of these requirements comparisons were made of data from MoMillan ''a 

10 sample and from the 1945 Census of Agriculture. The two sources were com-

J>ared for distribution of farm operators by tenure, distribution of farm 

operators by age classifications, and proportions of farms at varying dis-

i;ances from all- weather roads. Close relationships were found when Census 

8 The counties selected were Pittsburg ., Mayes, Comanche and Blaine. Three 
cf these., Pittsburg, Comanche and Blaine, are adjacent to Haskell , Cotton and 
Craig counties respecti vely--the counties used by Sewell, The Construction and 
$tandardization of a Scale for the Measurement of the Soci~conomio Status~ 
of Oklahoma Farm Families., pp':" 22,-23, in the construction of his s·oale. The 
fourth county, Mayes , lies adjacent to Craig County from which Sewell (Ibid., 
p . 47) obtained his standardization sample. ~ 

9 Ibid.• P• 22. 

lO These dat"- wore computed in the previouely oi ted Beloh~r att..1dy. .2£.• ~ • 
P• 2 .• 
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data for the four sample c.ountie~ used by MeMillen and eensus data fer the 

st e.te !."..S a. uhole 15ere cheeked agc,,_inst dat a from McM111an•s semple.. This egri,e-

ment indicates t het the sample probably is closely represent :: tive of both the 

population of the stgte . 

S!nce level o-f living ie kno~1l:l t.o 'be elosaly a.-«$OCia.t0d wi th socloeconcmic 

status. Hagood• e 1945 et)U)lty lffel or-· llviJ:Jg index \las used. in testing the ex-

11 
tent to ttrhich the S8Jlll)le eonfonts to the second Nquireme:nt.. Wheli counties 

0.t the state were erranged in quertiles on the bads of this i:ndex. it va.s 

found th&t one of the s.ample: cmmties fell in each of the four quartiles .. 

~is supports premises tha t t he satrtJlo includes the total range of socio-

eeonemie sta.t.ua levels within the s:tate and that it disti.nguishes them as 

qu.'3.l"tile test groups should do .. 

The · original .. Sewell sea.le eond sting of thirty-six 1 tems was ineludad 1n 

:Belehe-r. era-ploying the teehniques 11S1ed by Sewell. found that eigllt 1 tems 

n,o longer met requi:rements established by Sewell for- item validation. '!'heee 

1 tams wre eliminated from the sea.le . One a.Mi tional item on the schedule 

(use. of a frozen food locker or pl'esence of a deep..freeze un:lt in the home) 

was found to be in:.dica tive of ooeie>.eeonomio statue and was included in the 

Sinc.s t h '.3 present scale 1s to be standardized far unbroken •Jhit.e f a.milies• 

165 s:chedulee in lkMillan*s data for f ~.mil1e·s not m:ee,ting the11e requiretnents 

h A-ve been el1m1nat~d,. The responses et the l"&maining 66o femilles in the 

a-ample to t he t wenty-nine i tams included in tho revised 2e.ale consti tut.e the 

data for the present study. 

11 Mare!le.rt9-t J'~ llagood., !!:!'!! 9F!!:a.tor Family .~vel ~ t1rl!;'!6 Jndexes 
~ Counties f!!!.. .!l:! United. Stc=,utes,, 19}-iO and 1945, Waehington: United Sta tes 
Department of Agrleultur&,. Bureau of Agricultur,•.1 Econ omics. 19117. 
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In add1 tion to the question of sNnple ade q_uMy in the present use of 

McMillan's data. a question mq arise concerning the reli ability of schedule 

responses to the socioeconomic status sen.le qnestions. While 1i ttle is known 

of t he actual field work ct! the 1947 sU!"'tey, the natu'l"-e of the scale questions 

is such a,s to make accurate responses readily obt d.nabla and to· permit.:! .t>:riori 

conf idance in these data. 

5. Methodoloq 

(1 ) Definition. The terms "soc1oecon.om1c stri.tus"• 111eve l of liv ingtt , and 

"plane of living" have been looeel:r used. often interchangea.'bly . Soeioeo-onomic 

stat us , in 1 ts mos t deflnitiv& use. differs :from plane or level of living in 

bei ng more 1nclue1ve . F. Stt\a.ri Chapin. hri.s defined socioaeonomic st r.tus e.s 

• H., tha position th:.- t an individu..'1-1 or f .sm1ly occupies with referen.ee to the 

prevailing average standards of eulture,l possaselons , ef'feetiv• income ,. materi r:·.l 

possessions nnd participation in the group activities of the communtty•.12 

Mangns and Cottam define level of living as 1nelud1ng t he firs t three of these 

components but not socieJ. participation. 13 Margaret Ja.rmoll Ha€ood and Louis J . 

Dll.eoff d.6£'1ne level of Uving a.s " ••• the l evel of current cGnaumption or 

utillzatio.n or goods end service s ,. w-ith services being bror·dly interpreted to 

include both publicly furnished e.nd privately seCllred services which con. 

tribute to wel l - bei n,e or provide satisfactions" . 14 This det'inition is in agree-

ment eesentie.lly with Mangus ~d Cott a.m ' s use.ge . For purposes of this st udy. 

12 
F. Stuart Chapin, Mea surement of Soe!P..l St- - tu.s .• Minneapolis: Un1vers1ty 

of Minnesota Press , 193~ . P• 3• 

13 .fa.ngus mlld Cottam, .2£• .ill•• P• 9 •. 

l4 Margaret J ?.rman Hagood and Louis J . Due-off., *':1h0 t Level of Living 
Indexes Mea mire • • .Amerie~i.n So-ciologic a.l Review-. 9 (Fabruary, l9ll0 ). 7S ,. 
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a differentiation will be made between soeioeeonomic status nnd plane or 

level of Uvtng . in aeeordanee with the abov~ de.t1.n1t!ons. Level of 11\i'in:g 

is defined to include culturnl poesessl0ne-, effective income. c .. no. m-atet'i l>.1 

possessions and socioeconomic statue is defined ta 1nelude th&s.& three ceni... 

ponents plus a. fourth. eocla.l pa.rtieipat1on. 

(2) Theeret1cal Framewo~k .!2! U!-e J?! Factor Ana;1.zs1•~ The present pro

blem demands the comblnlng and weighting of a. set of' varialiles on asmmrption of 

their ability to indica te variat!ol'ls in a sought, dependent v v.ri~.ble, i . e ., 

soeioeconomic st <'.!'itus. Since no direet measure of the dependent varh.ble is 

available •. common multiple nnd partial correlation techniques cannot be used. 

7hus the need is for a. means of computing the dependent vr~ n,hle .?.s well as 

the relD.ticmsh·ips of the other v ariables to it. Factor ~~sis provid.es a 

tacludque by which this ean be accomplished.. 

:Factor e.nalyt;h-. like all statistical procedures. is concerned with the 

si:r!rplifi eation of data.. It is a. technique tor analysis of intsreor.rela.t1ons 

from a set -of variables with the esst!'..nti .a.l inform,. tion being t>et~ned in a 

set of categories or 11fo.etortttt whi-ch a.re fewer i-n nwnber th.a-'"tn. t.he original 

variables. 'l'he foun&.tiou for tho teehn.1que is the premise that a sat of 

f actors ee.n be extracted.,, each common to QJJ.e or more variahles. \-mich can 

be used to interpret the tnt-ereorrelat ions of the variaoles. Factor l.ot1.dings 

are eomputed for items on ea.eh ta.et.or extracted. !he sque-.re of a. f'nctor loading 

h approximately equal to the proportion of the V~\!'1ance of a variable a.ee-ount-

15 ad for by that common factor . · 

15 . . A treatmont of the major methods of factor analysis may be found in 
TuJ.el Wolfie. Factor .An~.lisis !!, 19 ~. Ohieagoi UniT&1"1tity of Chicago he$$S• 
1940. and Karl .J . Roldnger and B.arry R. Haman,. Fact<>!" Analysis. Chieagot 
Un.1Yers1 t,' of Chieago Press .. 19h1. 
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A factor, then , is a result of any cause or group of causes which will 

produce a systematic set of i ntercorrelati ons among a group of variables. In 

the present problem, a group of variables shown through internal consistency 

techniques to be associated with socioeconomic status is to be analyzed. The 

hypothesis is t hat a single statistical factor will account for the correlati ons 

of t hese variables. It is assumed t hat , considering t he nature of the variablEt&, 

such a factor would be a sufficiently close approximation of socioeconomic 

status to serve as a criteri on for the selection and weighting of items to 

be retained i n a short socioeconomic status scale. 

(3) Weighting Considerations. A direct measure of socioeconomic status 

constructed in accordance with the accepted definition would consist of all 

i tams which make up the four components , weighted in accordance with their 

importance as determinants of status. Since the construction of such a measu~e 

is not feasible , some other procedure must be followed. The alternative is to 

construct an i ndex of socioeconomic status rather t han a direct measure. The 

items should be weighted in accordance with their ability to represent the 

factor to be measured rather than wi th their i mportance as determinants of it , 

since each of t he i tams may be highly correl ated wi th a number of others which, 

though i mportant to socioeconomic status , may not be included in the index. 16 

In t he present study., the items are to be weighted on the basis of their 

association with t he common factor as indicated by their factor loading s. 

16 For a discussi on of this and other assumptions implicit in the weighting 
of soale items , see Walter C. MoKain, Jr • ., ttThe Concept of Plane of Living and 
the Construction of a Plane of Living Index, '' Rural Sociology , 4 (September., 
1939 ) , 337-343. 



CHAPTER II REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1. Introduction 

The primary concern of this study is with certain methodological aspects 

of determining socioeconomic status levels. A comprehensive review of the 

literature appearing in this field before 1940 is available.I The present 

review, therefore, is concerned only with subsequent developments. The 

pertinent studies appearing since 1940 may be divided into two groups on the 

be.sis of methodology employed: ( l) studies utilizing the method of "internal 

consistency" and ( 2) studies which have made use of some type of factor 

analysis. 

2. I ndexes Constructed ]2z. the Method 2.!_ Internal Consistency 

9 

The pri mary index appearing in this field is the fann family socioeconomic 

status scale published by Sewell in 1940.2 It has been widely used in measure• 

ment of socioeconomic status of fa.rm families. Also , its construction has pro• 

vided a methodological precedent for many later studies using the i nternal con• 

sistenoy method. The first step in constructi on of this i ndex was the collectlon 

of more t han two hundred items thought to be indicative of socioeconomic statua. 

All items thought to be peculiar to a particular regional area, ill-defined or 

l William H. Sewell, The Construction and Standardization of a Scale for 
the Measurement of t he Soci'o'=Economic Status of Oklahoma Farm Families, Still
water: Oklahoma°""igricultural Experiment Station TechnicaT°Bulletin 9, 1940, 
PP • 7-18. 

2 Ibid. A criticism of the basic theories and premises involved in the 
oonstructfoii" of this and similar scales is found in Genevieve Knupfer, Indices 
of Socioeconomic Status: ! Study 2.!_ ~ Problems of Measurement, (Unpublished 
'P.ii'. D. dissertation) , New York: Columbia University Library, 1946. 
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confusing were eliminated. The 123 remaining items were submitted to a group 

of rural specialists for classification into categories representing the four 

components of socioeconomic status as defined by Chapin. These classified 

items were included in a 1937 survey and administered to farm families in three 

selected counties of Oklahoma. From this survey, 800 schedules~ representing 

unbroken white families, were selected for use in the construction of the 

scale. 

The next step was to assign arbitrary scores of one for possession and 

zero for non- possession to each of the 123 items. By this procedure total 

scores were obtai ned for each schedule. The 800 schedules were , then, arra.ngod 

in quartiles and percentage occurrence computed for the separate items in each 

of the quartiles. Items showing significant differences (critic al ratios of 

two or more) between all consecutive quartiles and between extreme quartiles 

were considered to have sufficient differentiating capacity for inclusion in 

the scale. Forty-one items were found to meet this standard. Five were later 

eliminated because of problems encountered in definition or in obtaining reli~ble 

responses. Of the thirty-six remaining items, fifteen were from the group whioh 

had been classified as material possessions , thirteen from the cultural possessions . 

group and eight from the social participation group. The component of effective 

income was not represented in the final scale since the only item in this cate-

gory was eliminated because of difficulty in obtaining accurate responses. 

The next problem was to select a technique for weighting items retained 

in the scale. The sigma technique was used for this purpose. The use of this 

method postulates that the importance of items as determinants of status is in 

inverse ratio to their frequency of occurrence. Weights were computed by this 

technique for both possession and non-possession Jr each of the items, with the 

sum of item weights constituting t he socioeconomic status rating for a fa~ily. 
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Extensive tests indi cated the scale to be a valid and reliable measure of the 

socioeconomic status of families in the Oklahoma population. 

In 1943 S01~ell published a short scale which consisted of fourteen ite~s 

from the original scale which field experience had shown to be easiest to 

enumerate. 3 The fourteen items were reanalyzed for sample groups from Kansas , 

Louisiana. and Oklahoma using the techniques established in the constructi on 

of the original scale. The items proved to provide valid differentiators of 

socioeconomic status and were combined into a scale for further testing. 

When scores from the short scale were correlated vdth those from the 

original scale, the resulting validity coefficients were . 94 for an Oklahoma 

sample •• 95 for a Kansas sample. and .95 for a Louisiana sample. Split-

half reliability coefficients, when corrected by the Spearman-Bro'Wil formula, 

were . 81 f or Oklahoma, . 81 for Louisiana and . 87 for Kansas . Although the 

short scale resulted in a sacrifice of reliability. it was considered to be 

adequate and useful for studies where use of the longer scale seemed inadvisable. 

A revision of the original scale was made by Belcher in the spring of 

1950. 4 The purpose of this revision was to adjust for effects of oultural 

change on the ability of scale items to denote status levels; the techniques 

were those used by Sewell in the construction of the original scale. The 

data, as in the present study, were from McMill an ' s 1947 survey. 

The study revealed that eight items no longer met requirements established 

by Sewell for item validation. These items, room-person ratio. living room 

floor oovering, shades and curtains or drapes on living room windows, radio, 

3 William H. Sewell, "A Short Form of the Farm Family Socioeconomic 
Status Scale," Rural Sociology, 8 (June, 1943), 161-169. 

4 John c. Belcher, Evaluation and Restandardization of Sewell's Socio
Economic Scale, Unpublished study. Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Department of Sociolo&Y" and Rural Life, 1950~ 
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telephone, automobile, wife's education, husband's education and membership 

of wife in extension or PTA group , were eliminated from the revised scale. 

One additi onal item, the use of a frozen food locker or the presence of a 

deep- freeze unit in the home, was found to be indicative of socioeconomic 

status and included in the revised scale. 

A correlation of .98 between scores from the original and revised 

scale indicated that, while certain items had suffered a loss in differentiating 

capacity, the original scale as a whole had suffered no significant loss of 

validity in so far as the Oklahoma sample was concerned. No tests of the 

reliability of the scale were made. 

A. R. Mangus and Howard R. Cottam. in 1941, made use of the internal 

consistency method in the construction of a level of 1i ving scale for Ohio 

farm people. 5 Development of the scale was incidental to a rather compre-

hensive standard of living study and the original scale constructed served 

a more or less specialized .function in this study. However, a short scale of 

fourteen items was developed for general use with Ohio farm people. 

This study, in general , employed the same approach as those previously 

reviewed. There are, however, certai_n variations in technique which might 

be noted. The schedules were arranged in halves rather than quartiles for 

testing the differentiating capacity of the items and a minimum cri tioal ratio 

of three was required for the differences between groups. A second variation 

is to be found in the weighting of the scale items. One set of weights was 

computed on the basis of the diagnostic capacity of items as indicated by 

critical ratios of differences between successive quartiles,between halves , 

5 A. R. Mangus and Howard R. Cottam, Level E!_ Living, Social Participatio!;l, 
~ Adjustment 2,! ~~People. Columbus: Ohio .Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 624, 1941 , and Howard R. Cottam. Methods E.!_ Measuring Level 
!:£_ Li vi;f • S~i!l Partieipflti.,n ~ Adju11rt..i~t .9£. Ohio Ee Peo~le,. Columbas : 
Ohio Ag~cultural 'i&perim.ent Station Bulletin 139 (W.meog.repl1ed • 1941. 
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and between extreme quarti las. A second set was computed by the sigma 

technique. The final weight for an item was derived by multiplying the two 

weights and adding a constant to their product. The resulting scale was 

found to be both a valid end reliable measure of the level of living of Ohio 

farm people. 

3. Indexes Constructed EL Various Techniques of Factor Analysis 

Several studies have been made which used factor analysis to arrive at 

a weighted composite index of either socioeconomic status or level of living. 

The most of these studies. however, have been concerned with construction of 

county rather than family indexes. The only exception found is a revision 

of the 1933 Chapin Social Status Scale by Louis Guttman. 6 This study, 

published in 1942, was based on a sample of 67 Minneapolis Negro families. 

The first step in this study was assembling a set of social variables 

thought to comprise social status. These variables, occupation, income, 

sooial participation and education. together with the 1933 Chapin soale. were 

analyzed by the Thurstone Centroid technique to test the hypothesis that 

they had status as a single common factor. A single common factor was found 

to account for the major share of the intercorrelati ons of the variables 

and was considered to be essentially the factor of social status. The scale 

proved to be the closest of the variables to this factor, having a common 

factor loading of . 89. 

Having arrived at a faotor representing social status and concluding the 

scale was an efficient measure of this factor . the next step was to reweight 

the sea.le items in order to improve this efficiency. The Thurstone technique 

6 Louis Guttman, "A Revision of Chapin's Social Status Sea.le," .American 
Sociolo&ical Review; 7 (JW.le• 1942). ~6S..-~67. 
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was used to analyze the twenty-one items of the scale and the four defining 

variables listed above. Six common factors were extracted .from this group 

of twenty-five variables. The axes of these .factors were rotated until the 

first of the six coincided with the center of gravity of the four defining 

variables in common .factor space. The resulting common factor was essentially 

the comm.on factor of social status. 

Guttnum, using a technique developed in an earlier study, computed 

coefficients of regression of this .factor on the twenty-one items of the 

scale. The coefficient for an i tam, when multi plied by the 1933 scale weight 

for that item, yielded the revised weight. A multiple correlation o-oe.ffioient 

of . 95 between the common factor and the items of the revis-ed scale indicated 

that the scale afforded a valid measure of the common factor. 

The remaining studies to be reviewed in this seotion involve the use 

of the Hotelling Component Analysis technique of raotor analysis in the oon-

struotion of composite indexes. Hagood,. together with Nadia Danilevsk:y and 

Corlin 0., Bewn# first used this technique in the delineation of subregion.s 

of Ohio. 7 To demonstrate the use of the teohnique, the authors utilized 

three oharacteristics for the delineation of Ohio subregions from a previous 

study by Lively and Alme.ck. These characteristics were gross oash income per 

farm, rural plane of 11 ving index and rural population fertility ratio. Two 

di.stanoe charaoteristios, vertiee.l and horizontal distance from an arbitrarily 

selected point of origin on the state map, were added in order to make the 

subregions contiguous areas. 

Th& analysis involved the interoorrelation of the characteristics and the 

7 Margaret Jarman Hagood, Nadia Danilevsky and Oorlin o. ~ewn, "An 
Examination of the Use of Factor Analysis in the Problem of Subregional 
Delineation, " Rural Sociology, 6 (September., 1941), 216-233. 



extraction of the first colll!Ilon factor by the Hotelling iterative method. 

Using the resulting first factor loadings as weights. index values were com-

puted for each county. The counties were then grouped into quartiles with 

each quartile representing one of' the four subregions of the state as 

defined by the study. The groupings ., with the exception of seven counties. 

formed four c ontiguous areas. 

Hagood, in 1943, applied the Hotelling technique to the construction of 

a 1940 rural- farm level of living index for counties of the United States. 8 

A preliminary list of fourteen suggested components of level of' living for 

which census de.ta were available were analyzed for the counties of Iowa., 
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North Carolina~ the two states combined., and a 200 county sample of' the United 

States. The criteria for the selection of items to be retained in the final 

index were as follows: (1) components selected for the final index should 

have fairly high weights on preliminary indexes constructed for each of the 

four areas listed above and (2) components selected should not be so highly 

intercorrelated that they practically duplicated each other. Five components 

which conformed to these criteria were selected for the final index. The 

weights assigned to ~hese components were on the basis of their first factor 

loadings for the 200 county sample of the United States. The index values, 

to provide a norm for comparison, were then coded to give a value of 100 for 

the United States as 'a whole. 

Hagood developed, in addition to the above index., a 1940 rural- nonfarm 

index using similar methods. This index., together with a system for combining 

the two indexes into ·~ composite rural index, was presented in a later article .. 9 

I 

8 Margaret Jardan Hagood, ttDevelopment of a 1940 Rural- Farm Level of 
Living Index for Counties." Rural Sociology., 8 (June ., 1943), 171- 180. 

9 l!argaret J~an fu\gQOd. .• ".Ru..ral Level of Living Indexes .. " Rural 
Soo1olo&:., 8 (Septemh~r, 1943). 202-29~ 
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The composite index was derived by adding the product of the coded rural- farm 

index and the proportion of the rural popul ation of a county which was rural-

farm to the product of the coded rural-nonfarm index and the proportion of 

the rural population of the country which was rural•nonfarm. 

Hagood. in 1947. presented a 1945 farm operator family level of living 

index for counties of the Uni tad States together with a comparable index for 

1940. 10 Since the methodology employed in the selection and weighting of 

items for these indexes was the same as in Hagood' s earlier studies . no 

detailed review will be presented .. 

A further use of the Hotelling technique is to be found in an article 

published by Abbott L. Ferriss in 19481 in which county level of living 

indexes were constructed for Mississippi and North Carolina .. 11 This study 

involves a slightly different approach in that level of living was divided 

into components of self-sufficing resources . material possessions. and agri-

cultural income. The Hotelling techniques was used to const.ruct preliminary 

indexes of each of these components and then to combine the components into 

a general index of level of 11 ving. Such an approach results not only in a 

saving of time and labor required for computing intercorrelations but also 

in component indexes which may be of value to the researcher. 

Attempts by Ferriss to validate the index were inconclusive. This , 

however, may be due to a lack of criteria by which to establish validity. 

When the index was correlated with Hagood' s 1940 rural-f'arm level of living 

index. the coef'f'icients were . 76 for Mississippi and . 60 for North Carolina. 

10 Margaret Jarman Hagood, "Construction of County Indexes for Measuring 
Change in Level of Living of Farm Operator Fwnilies, ' 1940-45, " Rural Sociology, 
12 (June, 1947 ). 139-150. 

11 Abbott L. Ferriss . nRural-Farm Level of Living Indexes for 'l'wo 
Southeastctl'li. St.a.tea•tt Social F!i>re~s, 26 (~. 1948)1 420-4iO. 



However, since the Hagood index was constructed for the United States as a 

whole, there is some question of its complete vdidi ty for any particular 

regional area. A second attempt at validation consisted of comparing sub

regions of the two states as indicated by the index with those delineated by 

ecological studies. While the relatively high agreement found indicated 
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that the index might be valid. such evidence cannot be regarded as oonolusive. 

4. Summary 

The studies reviewed in this chapter fall into two categories when viewe4 

from the standpoint of methodology. The indexes constructed by the internal 

consistency method include existing farm family socioeconomic status scales. 

Those constructed by factor analysis techniques include several county level 

of living indexes and one instance in which factorial methods W"8re applied to 

revision of an urban social status scale. No instance was found,. however. 

in which factor analysis had been applied to w-0rk with rural soales. Con

sidering the suocess of the techniques in the construction of similar mea.suring 

devices, their application to the oonstruotion and validation of a scale for 

use with open-country families appears feasible. 
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CHAPTER III PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DATA 

1. Introduction 

Chapin has defined socioeconomic status as " .. •· the position that an 

individual or family occupies with reference to the prevailing average 

standards of cultural possessions. effective income. material possessions and 

participation in the group activities of the community."1 This definition. 

which is accepted for the present study. implies that socioeconomic status 

may be inferred from four components which may be regarded as representative 

of a single area or class of behavior. 

The data for the study consist of schedule responses,, by a sample of 

660 families. to the twenty-nine i tmns of the revised scale. 2 When these 

items are classified in categories representing the four components of 

socioeconomic status, six are found to fall under cultural possessions , 

sixteen under material possessions, and the remaining seven under social 

partioipati on. 3 Since no items di reotly representative of the component of 

effective income are included, it must be assumed that this component is 

l F. Stuart Chapin, Measurement of Social Status, Minneapolis: Universiliy 
of Minnesota Press, 1933, P• 3. 

2 It might be well to clarify, at this point, the terms to be used with 
reference to the two Sm,.--ell scales and to the Belcher revi s1on of the original 
Sewell scale , since repeated references will be made to these scales through
out the remainder of the text of this study. "Original scale" will be used to 
refer to the original Sewell scale, "short scale" will be used to refer to the 
Sewell short scale, and "revised sea.le" will be used to refer to the Belcher 
revision of the original Sewell scale. Copies of the original , short, and re
vised scales appear in the appendix of this study. 

3 Thase classificati ons are those used by Sewell. The Construction and 
Standardization of a Scale for the Measurement of the Soc'fo:..Economie Status""" 
or Oklahoma Farm--,amiliea, Stillwater: Oklahomil°Agrioultural Experiment Station 
Technical Bulletin 9, 1940, PP• 62-68 , in the construction of his original 
ecale. The item concerning the use of a frozen food locker or the presence of a 
deep-free£e unit in the b.Gme wae .uot iucJ.udad in. the Sewell aoa.le and has been 
elasai~ie:d Wlde·r material pe-saoeaiona. 
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adequately represented by items in the remaining three categories. 

A more adequate representation of the four components, especially that 

of effective income, is, of course, desirable. The present study, however, 

is limited in that it must make use of data collected for other purposes. 

The selection of items, then, is restricted to those for which information 

is available. This limitation assumes less importance when it is remembered 

that each of the items, in the process of being selected for inclusion in 

the revised scale, has been shown to be a vali d indicator of socioeconomi c 

status. The complete revised scale has also been sho'Wll to be a valid measure 

of this phenomenon. 

The present analysis is concerned with the extraction, from the inter-

correlations of the items available, of a statistical factor which can 

logically be defined as socioeconomic status. If such a factor is found, it 

is proposed to weight the items on the basis of their ability to represent 

this factor. Scores from the resulting scale will then be compared with 

soores from the revised scale to determine if the weighting systems produce 

significantly different results. 

2. Correlation of Items 

The basic data for factor analysis are provided by a matrix of inter-

correlations of the items to be analyzed. Thus the first phase of the 

present analysis was to compute intercorrelations for the twenty-nine items 

of the revised scale. The first step in this procedure was to cross-tabulate all 

J>Ossible pairings of t he items in two-by-two frequency tab lea for correlation. 4 

4 To facilitate the correlati on process and produce comparable coeff'iciente. 
the multiple-response items were tabulated as dichotomous variables. The point 
of division o.f thes.e items was identical with that used by Sewell,. The Const&uc
t ion ~ Standardi;;a.ti~fl, EI. & SGale for ~e Meuul"el!le.?J.t ~ ,the SoQi~on~c 
i&tus !!. Okltiliama F.um Famt'fies. App$?1d!xA11 PP• 61:66, in th• 00uatruotion ot 
hi• original aeale. 
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A question arose at this point as to which of' the available techniques for the 

estimation of correlation from such tables should be used. The assumptions 

underlying the use of each of the various techniques were studied. with the 

result that tetrachoric r.. or rt• was selected as the technique most nearly 

valid for use with the present data. 5 

The use of this technique assumes that the total frequency is large. 

that variables being correlated are continuously distributed, that they are 

normally distributed and t hat the relationship between them is linear. Under 

assumed condi tions. r:1; is numerically equivalent to the Pearson product-momenb 

5 The rationale for the selection of r may be summed up in a brief 
discussion of the nature of the variables t~e correlated. in connection 
with the assumptions required for the use of other techniques. It is assumed 
that the yes-no or posses,sion•nonpossession response categories for the items 
represent arbitrary classifications rather than true diehotomies. It is 
hardly probable that all yes or all no responses to an item represent equal 
degrees of attainment with reference to that item. In other words• it is 
postulated that, if each of the vari ables were classified according to some 
independent index of quality, a eontinuous uni-modal distribution would result. 

Since both fourfold rand Yule's Qare designed for the correlation of 
variables which are characterized by true diehotomies or point distributions. 
the use of either ot these techniques in the present problem cannot be justi• 
tied. Both biserial rand point biserial rare designed for situations in 
which one of the variables is dichotomized-and the other oontinuously measure
able. Point biserial r is further limited for use with the present data in 
that it is designed for use in cases where the dichotomized variable is char
acterized by a true dichotomy. While it is possible to modify these technique, 
for use with two diohotomiged variables, such a procedure would be questionabl$• 

The remaining techniques whieh are considered are tetraohoric rand the 
coefficient of contingency. Because of inaccuracy of the coefficient of con
tingency when used with small tables,. !.t appeared to be the preferable tech
nique. The degree to which the present data conform to assumptions required 
for the use of this technique is treated in the text of this chapter. 

For detailed discussions of the above techniques, see J.P. Guilford. 
Fundamental Statistics,!!!. Psychology and Education,. (second edition) New York: 
1.fcGraw,.Hill Book Company, Inc.,. 1950, PP • 328-345; Margaret Jarman Hagood, 
Statistics for Sociologists, New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1941 .• PP• 495-
519; Trwnan Lee Kelly, Fundamentals of Statistics, Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1947, PP• 379-388;. Thomas Carson McCormick. Elementary Social Statistics, 
l ew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc., 1941. PP• 208-217; and Charles C. Pet.era 
and Walter R. Van Vo~rhis, 6tatistioal £tt_o.edur4;.a ~d their M&th.ematioal BHee, 
New Yorks lloGraw-H1ll Book Company,, I nc.• 1 940, pp;-S6&-S9i~ 
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coefficient and may be regarded as an approximation of it. Of course, reser-

vations must be made in the interpretation of the coefficients, if the above 

assumptions cannot be justified. 

An examinati on of the present data vnll reveal the extent to which it 

conforms to the above requirements. The requirement of a large total frequenoy 

is met. It has been pointed out (footnote 5) that a continuous uni-modal dis• 

tribution may be rationalized from what is known of the data. It may be 

further rationalized that, for a relatively homogeneous farm population, such 

a distribution would approach nonnality. Although knowledge of the nature of 

the variables is insufficient to justify an assumption of linear relationships. 

this assumption may be disposed of w1 th little risk. 6 

The computation of the totrachoric coefficient by formula is a long and 

arduous process. Fortunately, however, a set of diagrams is available from 

which coefficients with two-place accuracy may be taken. 7 These diagrams 

were used in arriving at the coefficients for the present study. 

A matrix or the intercorrelations or the variables is presented in Table 1. 

In view of t he assumptions which have been made in regard to the data and be-

cause of the difriculty of computati on , no standard errors for the ooefficienta 

have been presented. 

3. Extraction of the First Common Faotor 

The second phase of the analysis was t he extro.c t.:. on of t he first common 

6 This assumption is implied in the use of any linear correlation tech
nique. Because of the difficulty of computing curvilinear coefficients, linea~ 
techniques are often employed when data is known to be characterized by curvi
linear relationships. See McCormick, .2J2..• ~·, p. 214. 

7 L. Chesire, M. Saffir and L. L. Thurstone, Computing Diagrams f2.!. ~ 
Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,. 
19~. 
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Table 1 Intercorrela.tions of tho Twenty-nine I tens of the Revisoo Dcule ---- ---·-----
Item 

No. * 1 2 .{:. 5 6 7 1 9 10 11 L?. 13 1 l ..i..+ 
l /' 
... ) 16 17 -- ,-j. J..., 19 20 21 ;12 23 21, 25 26 27 21 29 

-...-......._ ··------
1. • '53 .Gr; .6? .61 .'13 

,.,.,., 
.60 .64 .65 .64 .73 .si .l:.6 • ::,0 .50 "'l' .65 .36 .l;.3 .liJ+ .l .. 7 .32 .27 .30 6'? .3!;. .34 .32 .. )~ .. . :; .) • JC. 

:, -~·• • 53 .63 .61~ .73 .59 .50 .311- .1..1 .61} .J,.3 .43 .1,4 .37 .?.? .39 .li,.5 .36 .29 .24 .16 .13 .14 .21 .14 .39 .13 .oa ,.07 
3. .67 .63 .99 .75 .64 ,,_" .53 .46 .61 .55 .64 ~o .35 I') .37 ·l~7 .5J .33 .Jo .31+ .37 .35 .32 .33 .45 .35 .31 .35 .,).) . ,,, / •L'.f,J 

I» .67 .64. 00 . / ;.; .70 .6.3 .(iJ • 55 .46 .61 .1:Jl .60 50 . ., • .33 .31;. .37 .1.,,6 .53 .33 .33 .33 .36 .21 .34 .30 .47 .33 .2s .32 ,, .61 .73 .75 • '70 .66 .66 .50 • 50 .w .. .55 .(Jr/ .67 .52 • 55 • 5/i. • 51 .9) .li3 I") .35 .31 .23 .. 29 .22 • 5.3 .22 .23 .20 ,. .r..:.,,: ... 

6. .13 .59 "! .~)1,;, • 63 .66 .90 .C,4 . .6!,. .73 :n .72 .73 .511- • 55 .~ .130 .6) .31, .Tl • .31 .51 • 23 .2~! .21 .. .63 .32 .~6 .23 
7. O'J • 5.') .63 .(JJ .66 .90 .()'1 .77 .69 .61 .71 .72 C.,F"J .62 • 59 . (:{) .53 .li2 r.1 •. 1:.3 .l .. 3 .25 .27 .22 .62 .2') .22 .17 • . .I:- • ~.) i • .,I.J ... 

'3. .6o .34 .53 .55 .50 • r:i.t,. .63 .63 .(-J) • 55 .6J .()7 .56 • :Tl .49 • 5·1 .51 .2(, .33 .1:.7 .37 .25 .21 .. .?O .50 .23 .23 .19 
9. .64 .41 .!~6 .li-6 • S') .61} .77 .63 r... .f,7 .63 • 59 .6'5 .1~6 .!/1 • 5) .1,,.9 .26 • Lt.O .1 .. ~ .1,3 .21 .15 

, ..... .,.~ . 
.51i- -Z/'"'\ .15 .1~ ,., . • ,!..';; • )l;, ·-NL/ 

10. .65 .6!1- 61 .61 .. 94 .73 .69 .6J • 51 .. .65 .64 .65 .55 .()1 .60 • 55· .56 I') ., ~ "'i .42 • .36 .29 .37 .30 .61 .30 .26 .25 . •'- .~..,.- .:., . ...) 

11. .61 .. •. 43 • 55 • lj"/ .'.35 .73 .61 • 55 .47 6r:. . ; .~o .73 .31 • 53 .51 • 55 .61 .!;.3 .1.,4, .1 .. 3 .1:2 .1~5 .• 24 .1i2 .90 .29 .1.4, .1 .. 1 
12. .73 .1,i.'J • 64 .60 .67 .72 .71 .60 .63 .61 .. .oo .96 .65 .61,.. • rl2 • IJ7 .61 • /jJ?. 5" . ,-... .1 .. 5 • 55 .30 .:.:.:2 .20 .6,~ .27 .27 .22 
13. , "" .44 .59 .59 .67 .73 .72 .67 .59 .65 .73 .96 .57 • (>!1 .66 .55 .62 .1.,6 5? .53 .54 .28 .2.7 .20 .63 .27 .23 .23 .ti,·J . ·~ 
14. .l/.J .37 3r.; 

• J .33 .52 • 5!~ .67 .56 .61 .55 .31 .65 .5? .l..'l .(,o .50 .37 3'~ . ·' .31;, .33 .37 .Lt .13 .}4 .!/) 'J::> . (.,. ..... .14 .12 
15. .50 .27 .li.3 • 3/i- .55 .55 .62 • 57 .46 .61 .,53 .64 ,,. ~, 

eO'.J .1:1 • 55 • ()!"' .1;1 .36 .45 .41 .4~ .26 • .30 .24 .51 .24 .2li, .22 
J.6. • 50 • .39 3"' 3"·' r... .60 50 .! (l I<~ .60 .51 .:t~ .66 .(fJ • :55 6'~ .57 .1+2 r· .43 .47 • .3.3 ,~· .30 .6) • .30 .30 .35 . ( .. : •. J,!1, . ,· •'+.I • z:.,;. .} . ~- • I . ( 

17. ,. - .!.;.5 .47 .46 
,.., 

• 5'J .6'J .51 .50 5c; .55 • 57 .55 .50 i'. I .69 .3"~ .!i) • 51;. .~3 .56 .2? .33 .15 .56 .23 .:n .21 . :.,'.) . , __ . ~ •'·)J..¥ 

1,J. .65 .3() .50 • 5.3 .50 .60 .53 .51 .49 .56 .61 .61 6') . ·- .37 !. --~ • 1-) • 57 .31 .,,~3 .l:-5 • .37 .47 .39 .41 .34 .. 51,. .37 .30 .:u., 
19. .36 .29 .33 .33 .li,3 .34 .4,'Z .26 .26 .1i2 .1 .. 3 •. 42 .46 .31 .36 .1+2 .l~ .1~3 .l/:~ .!;3 .JL} .11 .27 10 .... ,, .50 .25 • :?.O .22 
20. .43 .24 .30 .3.3 .1~ .37 .51 .33 .4D .fl) .!i4 .52 • 52 .34, ./;.5 .37 t" I • :.i~i- .1+5 .1/.'1 .1,5 .41 .24 .25 .21 .L:3 .2n .2L~ ?l' ··-::> 
21. .1..4. .16 .34 .33 .35 • .33 .43 .47 4," .li-,'2 .,t.3 ./i.5 .53 .33 .41 .43 .li,1 .37 ·'1.3 .1,.5 .,.6 .23 • J.6 ., t:' I " .23 .30 .29 . - .~.:; ·--~:> 
22. .4'7 .13 .37 .36 .3(J .51 , -~ .37 .43 .36 .11..'2 

,. ,. 
• 5.1~ .37 .l;.1 .47 .56 .47 .3/;. .41 .46 .22 .27 .22 .46 .25 .16 .J.S ... :_.:J • :):> 

2.3. .32 .14 .35 .. 23 .23 .. 23 .25 ') r.· . . ,.,;; .21 ')(') ··-;' .45 • .30 • 2:! .14 ') .... ., .. u .JJ .?.7 .39 .B •. 2, .. .2~ .22 .75 .97 .21 .64 .9S .16 
24. .27 .21 .. 32 .34 .29 .28 .27 .24 .15 .37 .24 .22 ')N 

•"· ... I .13 .30 .37 .33 .41 .27 .?.5 .16 .'Zl .75 .73 .30 .3S .63 .59 
25. .30 .14 .33 .JO .22 .24 .2.'2 .20 .20 .30 .I;!. .20 .20 .14 ., ., 

e1.·.-. .- .30 .15 .3! .. .19 .21 .25 .22 .97 .73 .25 .69 .95 .9!3 
26. .62 .39 .45 .1~1 .53 .63 .62 .50 .54 .61 .90 .61 .6:3 .I.I) .51 .(JJ .56 .54 .50 .1 .. 3 .45 .46 .23 .30 .25 .27 .25 .25 
27. .34 .l3 .35 .33 .22 .32 .20 .23 .19 .30 .29 .2:7 .Z'l .;G2 .21;, .30 .23 .37 .25 .2n .23 .25 .64 .'33 .69 .2!7 .74 .73 
2s. .34 .on .31 .2'~ .23 .26 .22 .23 .15 .26 .44 .27 .• 23 .14 ., I •... , ... .n .31 .30 .20 .24 .30 .16 .9S .63 .95 .25 .74 .o/7 
29. .32 .07 .35 .32 .20 .23 .17 .19 .13 .25 .li-1 .22 .23 .J2 ')') . ,:~,-~ .35 .21 .21 .. .22 .25 .29 .m .86 .59 .93 .25 .73 .97 

* Descriptions or items corresponding to these nun.hers 0..1"'8 as follo,m: 

1. Construction of house 11. Li;:rhting racilit.icn 21. Approximate number of boolts in home 
2. Room-person rat.io 12. Water pi pod into house 22. Husband's life i.nsu.red 
3. Separate dining room 13. K:ltehen sink 23. Husband attends clmroh 
4. Separate kitchen 111-. Linoleum on kitchen floor 24. Husband a church mamber 
5. Separate living room 15. Pouor wash or 25. Husband attends Sunday Sc.,.t.ioo 1 
6. Living room floors finished 16. Refrigerator ?' Husband a member of a farm oooperative -~t>. 
7. Living roOi.U woodvork finis.tied 17. Deep-freeze tmit or toun loc1:er 2?. Wife a church menber 
iJ. Living room wall construction 1~. FumitLu-e insured ,,,,. 

~:.>. Wife a.ttends church 
a Living room '.&ls d~oro.t.od 19. Famicy truces daily ne:JS paper 29. (,life attends Sunda~r School ,,. 

1'.). Living roor.i lounrre 20. Number of rw.c;az:i.nen taken rOf_;"'LlL.'1.r~ 
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factor from the matrix of intercorrela.tions. Since it is anticipated that 

only the first factor will be needed to explain the intercorrelations of the 

items, and since it can be shown t hat all major factorial techniques yield 

very similar values for fir st factor loadings, the choice of a particular 

technique of factor analysis does not appear to be a critical point in the 

study. The Hotelling component analysis technique was selected because a 

rather clear-cut rationale has been developed for its use as a weighting 

device for similar indexes. 8 Also , a simple exposition of the computational 

procedure for this technique is available. 9 

The computation procedure may be explained rather briefly. The largest 

entry in each column of the intercorrelation matrix is placed in t he corre-

sponding blank diagonal cell. The columns a.re then summed and the resulting 

column sums divided by tL"' largest column sum to obtain preliminary weights. 

These .-..-eights are multi plied by the entries in corresponding rows of the 

matrix to form a new matrix • .Another set of preliminary weights are computed 

from the second matrix by the same procedure as describ ed above. These 

weights are, in turn, multiplied by entries in the corresponding rows of the 

original matrix to form a third matrix. This process is repeated until weights 

are obtained which do not change with successive "i tera.tions." Factor loadings 

are obtained from these weights by dividing t he largest column sum in the final 

8 A number of studies employing thi s technique have been cited in the 
r·eview of 1i terature. In addition., s. s. Wilks., "Weighting Systems for Linear 
Jl'unctions of Correlated Variables \Then There is No Independent Variable., 11 

.f. s.y:chometrika, 3 (March., 1933) , 23-43; and Robert J. Wherry., "An Approximation 
Method for Obtaining a Maximized Multiple Criterion," Psychometrika, 5 (June, 
1940) , 109-115, in technical treatments of weighting devices ., have recommended 
i t as t he most accurat e of the various techniques. 

9 Margaret Jarman Hagood. Nadia DanHavsky and Corlin o. Beum., ''An Exami
nation of the Use of ]?actor .Analysis in the Probl em of Subregi onal Delineation," 
Ru. ra.l Sociology, 6 (September, 1941), 216-233. 
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matrix by the sum of the squared weights . The square root of the quotient 

is the factor loading of the item with the largest column sum. This factor 

loading is multiplied by the remaining column weights to obtain factor loadings 

of the remaining variables. 

The first factor loading s as computed by this technique are presented 

in Table 2. These loadings indicate that the items are all positively 

associated with the first oo:mmon factor. The next step was to determine if 

this were the only important factor accounting for the intercorrelations of 

the items. If only one major factor is indicated, it may be assumed that 

this is . essentially, the factor of socioeconomic status . If a single factor 

is found to be inadequate in explaining the intercorrelations, further exami

nation of the single-factor hypothesis is demanded. 

The amount of correlation between any two items accounted for by a 

common factor is indicated by the product of the loadings of the i terns for 

that factor. It is possible, therefore, to determine the extent to which 

the first factor explains the correlations between any two i tams. The 

expected correlations were computed for all possible pairings of items. These 

values were subtracted for the correlati ons in the original matrix. The 

absolute values of the resulting residuals are presented in Table 3. It 

may be seen from this table that the first common factor provides a rather 

good approximation of the actual correlati ons of the variables . The chief 

exception to this is found among the social participation items dealing .vith 

church and Sunday school.. The large residuals found among these items indicate 

an additional factor or factors as dominant in accounting for their inter

correlati ons . In i nterpreting this finding , it must be remembered that par

ticipation in any one a.spect of a religious organization usually brings about 

eonsiderable pressure for participation in the remaining activities of the 



TABLE 2 

LOADIIJGS OF THE TWENTY- NrnE ITEMS OF THE REVISED SCALE 

ON THE FIRST COMMON FACTOR 

Item Description 

1. Constructi on of house 
2. Room: person ratio 
3. Separate dining room 
4. Separate kitchen 
5. Separate living room 
6. Living room floors finished 
7. Living room woodwork finished 
8. Living room wall construction 
9. Living room walls decorated 

10. Living room lounge 
11. Lighting facilities 
12. Water piped into house 
13. Kitchen sink 
14. Linoleum on kitchen floor 
15. Power washer 
16. Refrigerator 
17. Deop- freeze unit or town locker 
18. Furniture insured 
19 . Family takes daily newspaper 
20. Number of magazines taken regularly 
21 . Approximate number of books in home 
22. Husband' s life insured 
23. Husband attends church 
24. Husband a church member 
25. Husband attends Sunday school 
26. Husband a member of a fann cooperative 
27. Wife a church member 
28 . Wife attends church 
29 . Wife attends Sunday school 

Factor Loading 

. 821 

. 580 

.756 

. 742 

. 785 

. 837 

. 840 

. 711 

. 694 

. 819 

. 803 

. 868 

. 849 

. 622 

. 688 

. 742 

.707 

. 708 

. 522 

. 569 

. 558 

. 579 
• 521 
. 497 
. 491 
. 754 
. 493 
. 504 
. 479 
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Table 3 . , 
Item 
no.• l 

Ab8oluto Values of Residuals of Obser-voo Interco:r·relation.s Af'te.r tlle I:n~;ercorre1.::;tiol'.~ Accou11t.0(1 for b'J the First Conrmon Factor had been 
Subtrpetfli 

2 4 5 6 ? 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
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.054 .049 .061 .034 .w .130 .016 .010 .022 .019 .011 .m.1 .051 .oc'i;:; .109 .o:;o .oo:; .oc9 .037 .01e .005 .100 .138 .103 .001 .065 .0'11'1- .m 
2. .o54 ,192 ~210 ~75 .. 105 .m..3 .fY72 .om .1e,5 .036 .023 .052 .009 .129 .o!J) .01i-o .o~J. .01.3 .090 .H-4 .206 .1()2 .CY7e .11~5 .01~1 .J.O{; .212 .200 -
;. .049 .192 ,429 ,157 .. 001 .oo; .ooo .065 .009 .057 .016 .052 .1~~0 .. 090 .191 .064 .ms .065 .130 .002 .. oc:a .044 .056 .oa. .120 .023 .071 ;.012 
4. .0(,1 .21;0 ~429 .11s .o:n .023 .0:,.2 .. 055 .0,,. .. ,, .026 .041" .040 .. 132 .110 .101 .065 .005 .057 .092 .004 .010 .107 .029 .Of..>4 .089 .036 .094 .035 
5. .024 .275 .1,1 .11e .003 .oc .• o~,c .OL:.5 .2c;? .ooo .on .00.4 .0J2 .010 .042 .01,5 .o~;6 .o~o .an .ooo .cr,5 .179 .100 .165 .062 .J.67 .J.66 .116 ,. 
0~ 

J''ttt: 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12 .. 
13 .. 
14,. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 .. 
19. 
20. 
21 .. 
22. 
2;. 
24.. 
25.-
26. 
27. 
21. 
29,.. 

.143 .105 .007 .027 .003 .19? .045 .059 .044 .-058 .001 .019 .019 .026 .020 .092 .OCl7 .0-)7 .10(1 .c:Rtl .025 .206 .lJ6 .171 .001 .093 .l~ .171 

.130 .Ol.J ,-.005 .023 .001 .197 .m:, .187 .. 002 .o65 .019 .007 .148 .OL:2 .0~33 .ooc .0(,5 .o:u:; .032 .039 .006 .Hk'1 .14,7 .192 .013 .214 .203 .:232 
*016 .m .oos .022 .o58 .045 .. ooJ ,J37 .01e .021 .or, .066 .11s .001 .oJB .rtn .007 .111 .025 .m .01.2 .120 .u3 .1,.,9 .036 .121 .1?s ;151 
.070 .007 .065 ,,..05; .045 .059 .187 .137 .. 028 .087 .02£ .001 .21J3 .017 .035 .009 .001 .102 .005 .0.3.3 .028 .152 .195 .l/J. .017 .152 .200 .152 
.022 .165 .009 .002 .29"/ .• 01-4 .002 .018 .o~s .008 .011 .045 .041. .011>7 .coo .cx:9 .020 •. ooo .066 .0.37 .114 .J.37 .037 .102 .ooo .104 .l,J ~1,42 
.019 .036 .057 .. 026 .ooo .o~m .065 .o;-.;1 .of:.t1 .oos .103 .o4B- .1;::9 .0;12 .086 .01.s .01;1 .011 .017 .01e .045 .032 .159 .026 .295 .106 .oss .. 025 
.011 ,.023 .016 .. 044 .011 .ocn .019 .m.7 .o.,~e .071 .10:, .. 223 .110 .o.~ .176 .044 .005 .. 033 .026 .024 .047 .152 .211 .226 .006 .1ss .J.67 .196 
.OJ. 7 .0;2 .-052 .040 .004 .019 .. 007 .,066 .-001 .. 045 .O/Jl .223 ,.0/-i,2 .096 .03() .050 .019 .Ol 7 .037 .056 .01$ .162 .152 .217 .010 .149 .198 .l 77 
.051 .oo, .1.20 .J.32 .032 .019 .148 .ns .200 .041 .189 .. 110 .. 01+2 .o.~~ .138 .060 .mo .o(o .011+ .or, .010 .184 .179 .. 16; .o69 .087 .173 .178 
.c65 .129 ..090 .1,0 .010 .026 .\J42 .C8l .01. 7 .01 .. 1 .022 .,043 .096 .042 .040 .151.;. .(J(f'I .om. .059 .026 .002 .CAB .042 .098 .009 .m .101 .110 
.109 ,.040 .191 .181 .042· .• 020 .03.3 .O,$ .035 .008 .086 .176 .030 .J..Jt~ .-040 .165 .045 .033 .0~;2 .OlC .Oil) .057 .001 .064 .0,41 .066 ,.006 .005 · 
.030 .040 .064 .06; .045 .092 .006 .<m .f.X'IJ .029 .OlS .044 .050 .060 .154 .165 .. l~l .031 .138 ..OS5 .151 .. 098 .021 .J.97 .JJ27 ,.J.19 .046 ...129 
.069 .og, .03; . .nos .056 .,JJCfl .06; .007 .001 .020 .041 .005 .. 019 .rno .007 .045 .121 .060 .0!,,7 .025 .060 .021 .oss .ooe .006 .021 .057 .. 099 
.069 -.ol.3 .• 06S .o~ .mo JHl .ms .m .102 .008 ..au .03:, .• 011 .060 .om .033 .o:n .o6o .1s, ..139 .o.38 .092 .. 011 .066 .106 .001 .063 .oJo 
.m .090 .1,0 .092 .o21 .106 ..032 ~5 .oos .o66 .m1 .. 026 .• 031 .014 .059 .052 .1.?..c .047 .1s.3 .132 .oe1 .056 .03.3 .Of:IJ .001 .001 .04·1 .023 
.01s .164 .002 .084 .oes .001 .039 .m .03.3 ·® .ms .0:,4 .. 056 .011 .026 .016 .005 .025 .m "'"2 .131 .01.1 .1.11 -024 .029 .045 .o19 .023 
.-005 .206 .068 .070 .lf'/5 .025 -.006 .~ .028 .114 .• 045 .,0/"7 .048 .010 .002 .O/li .1~1 .060 .038 .OOJ. .. t.:n · .002 .Ol.8 .064 .023 ,.035 ..132 ~7 
.ios .. 162 .044 .. 1w .179 .206 .J.88 .120 .152 .137 .o,2 .152 .162 .1e4 .098 .o'JT .ooe .021 .092 .056 .ou . .os2 .491 • 714 .n, .383 .-111 .610 
J.38 . ..cne .o56 ..o29 .100 .136 .147 .11J .195 .037 .J.59 .m .152 .179 .01tr':! .001 .021 .oss .ou .• o:;3 .n7 .018 .491 -486 .<175 .635 .38o • .352 
.10, .145 .OJ.l .064 .:t65 .l'll .192 .lt;.9 .1a. .102 .026 .226 .217 • .165 .c98 .064 .197 .co.3 .066 ~ .024 .064 .114 -4-t:.6 .120 .448 .703 .745 
.001 .047 .l.20 .088 .062 .OOl. .013 .-036 .017 .OOS .295 .026 .010 .o&:J .009 .O.t;I. .C'f?.7 .006 .106 .001 .029 .02) .113 .075 .120 .102 .130 .111 
.065 .106 .023 .036 .J..67 .-093 .214 .121 .152 .104 .106 .158 .149 .001 .099 .066 .119 .021 .ocn .001 .045 .0:,5 .3n3 .;:-35 .4J.S .102 -492 -494 
.a,4 ..2l.2 .071 .,094 .166 .162 . .20) .. 128 .200 .15.3 .035 .167 .J.00 .173 .107 .006 .046 .057 .06.3 .047 .019 ..l.32 .717 .JOO .703 .1.30 .492 .729 
.073 .-208 ,.012 .035 .176 .rn .232 .151 ..152 .142 .025 ..196 .rn .178 .uo .005 .1,-:9 .m .030 .02., ..o23 .c,;n .610 .3,2 .745 .n1 .494 .,729 

• See footnote to Teible l for descriptions l'.lf itme corree:rx,nd.ine to theee mmbers. 



organization. The explanation offered, then , is not that a multi- factor 

theory of socioeconomic status is indicated but that the i tams represent a 

religious aspect of social participation. Status is not the dominant factor 

in explaining intercorrelations of these items. Some support for this 

hypothesis is given by the remaining social participation item, "Husband a 

member of a farm cooperative , " which is adequatel y reflected by the common 

factor. The high residuals of the religious items are regarded as due to a 

spurious or extraneous factor which does not represent a separate aspect of 

socioeconomic status. 

In addition to the above instance, several large residuals are found 

which affected isolated pairs of items . These , for the most part , may be 

explained in much the same manner as the residuals found among the social 

participation i tams. One example is .found in the case of the items "Separate 

dining room" and "Separate kitchen. " This residual is explained by the .fact 

that , when not separate, the functions associated with t hese rooms are 

usually served by the same room. In a like manner. the residual between 

it Lighting .faci li ties 11 and "Husband a member o.f a farm cooperative" is easily 

explained by the fact that families received credit for cooperative member

ship if the family head participated in the Rural Electrification Administra

tion--the only source of electricity for many open.country families . 

4. The First Cormnon Factor as a Definition of Socioeconomic Status 

An analysis has been made o.f a group of twenty- nine items which have 
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been demonstrated previ ously by internal consistency techniques to be valid 

indicators of socioeconomic status. It m•y be postulated that, i.f socioeconomic 

status is a single factor , the factor accounting for the major share of the 

intercorrelations of such a group of items is socioeconomic status. Such a 
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factor has been extracted in the preceding analysis. This factor. then, is 

considered to be, essentially, socioeconomic status. 

The assumption of internal consistency scales that socioeconomic status 

is a single factor is supported by this analysis. The present evidence cannot 

be regarded as conclusive because of inadequate representation of the four 

components which, according to the accepted definition, comprise socioeconomio 

status. It is, however, supported by the results of other studies. 9 

5. Comparison 2£_ Weighting Systems 

The twenty-nine items of the revised scale have been analyzed and a 

factor extracted from their intercorrelations which is considered to be 

socioeconomic status. It is proposed to weight the items on the basis of 

their ability to represent this factor, as indicated by their factor loadings. 

Scores from the resulting scale will then be compared vnth scores from the 

revised scale to determine if the common-factor and the sigma weighting 

technique produce significantly different results. The connnon-factor techniqu• 

is expressed algebraically by the fol l owing equations 10 

Where: 

Sis equal to the total socioeconomic status score of a family, 

ai is equal to the loading of item!. for the common factor, and 

z1 is equal to the standard score of item i. 

9 In a factor analysis of indexes of the four components of socioeconomio 
status, Sewell. The Construction and Standardization of a Scale for tho Measure
:ment of the Sooi"c,:iconomic Status "of Oklahoma Farm Families., Appendix F. P• 84, 
'.rouna-rhat a single factor was adequate to explain the intercorrelati ons of the 
indexes. Louis Guttman, "A Revision of Chapin's Social Status Scale," .American 
pooiologioal Review, 7 (June, 1942)., 363-369, also found a single factor from 
a battery of social variables associated with status. 

lO 
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When the factor loadings from Table 2 are substituted into equation (1). 

the following equation results: 

s • • 821 z1 -1- . 580 z2 -1- .756 z3 -1- . 742 z4 -1- .785 z5 -1- . 837 z6 ,&.. . 840 ,.,. 
.711 ZS + . 694 z9 + . 819 ZlO + .803 z11 + . 868 Zl2 + a849 z13 + 
.622 z14 -l- .688 z15 +.742 z16 + .707 Z17 + • 708 Zl8 + .522 Z19 + 
.569 z 20 + .558 z 21 ·• . 579 z 22 + .521 z23 .f.. .497 z24 + .491 z25 -1-

.754 z 26 + .493 z 27 + . 504 z 28 + .479 z 29 (2) 

Having arrived at equation (2) expressing the relationship of each of 

the items to the common factor, the next step was to devise weights which 

could be used independently of this equation. Since each of the items is 

re·presented by only two response categories, the standard score for any 

item can assume only two values. Following the formula, Xi - mi, standard 
n 

scores were computed for each item with arbitrary values of one for possession 

and zero for non- possession being substituted for the X-values in the equation. 

Preliminary weights were obtained by multiplying the standard soores by the 

factor loadings shown in equation (2). To increase the magnitude of the 

preliminary weights and make them all positive in sign, a constant of two 

was added to each and the resulting sum multiplied by the same constant. 

The resulting values when rounded to the nearest whole number gave the final 

item weights for possession and non-possession. The computation of these 

weights is illustrated in Table 4. 

Scores on the above scale were computed for each of the 660 families 

of the construction sample. A coefficient of . 99 was obtained when these 

scores were correlated with the scores for the same families on the revised 

scale. This extremely high correlation sugge-ats that refinements in item 

weighting for scales with relatively large numbers of items might contribute 



TABLE 4 

COMPUTATI ON OF ITEM: 'WEIGHTS 

z•value z-value Preliminary Preliminary Final Wt. Final Wt. 
Item No. Loading ( Poss.) (Non-Poss.) Wt. (Poss.) Wt. (Non- Poss.) ( Poss.) ( Non-Poss.) 

/ 

1. .821 o.7845 -1-.2746 o.644 -1. 046 5 2 
2. • 580 0.6703 -1.4919 0.389 -0.865 5 2 
3. • 756 1.4678 -o. 6813 1.110 -o. 515 6 3 
4. .742 l.4781 -0.6765 1.097 -o. 502 6 3 
5. .785 0.7225 •l. 3840 0.567 -1.086 5 2 
6. . 837 1.0726 -0.9323 o.898 -0.780 6 2 
7. . 840 o.6547 -1. 5275 o.550 -1. 283 5 l 
8. .711 o.7895 -1.2666 o.561 -0.901 5 2 
9. . 694 o.4764 -2.0989 o.331 -1.457 5 1 

10. .819 0.7779 -1.2855 0.637 -1.053 5 2 
11. . 803 0.6765 -1.4781 0,543 -1.187 5 2 
12. . 868 1. 8559 -o. 5388 l. 611 -0.468 1 3 
13. .849 l.4678 -0. 6813 1.246 -o. 578 6 3 
14. . 622 0.5650 -1.7698 0.351 -1.101 5 2 
15. . 688 0.7895 -1.2666 0.543 -0. 871 5 2 
16. .742 o.so1s -1.9693 0.377 -l.461 5 l 
17. ,707 1.7367 -0.5758 1.228 -0.407 6 3 
18. .708 1.4249 -0.7018 l.009 -0.497 6 3 
19. .522 0.9119 -1.0966 0.476 -o. 572 5 3 
20. • 569 0,8954 -1.1168 o. 510 -0. 636 5 3 
21. • 558 o.7354 -1. 3598 0.410 -o. 759 5 2 
22. •. 579 1.3748 -o. 7274 0.796 -0.421 6 3 
23. • 521 1.1373 -0.8792 o. 593 -0.458 5 3 
2~. .497 1.055 -0. 9474 o.525 -0.471 5 3 
25, . 491 1.3568 -0.7370 0,666 -o. 362 5 3 
26. .754 1.0471 -0.9550 o.790 -o. 720 6 3 
27. . 49'.3 0.7763 -1.2882 0.383 -0. 635 5 3 
28. .504 o.9550 -1.0471 0.481 -o. 528 5 3 
29. .479 1.1513 -0.8685 0.552 -0.416 5 3 c,:i 

0 
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little or nothing to the final measurement.11 To further investigate this 

hypothesia, the twenty-nine items were assigned arbitrary weights ot one :for 

possession and zero £or non-possession and the 660 families rated on the 

basis of the resulting soale .. Scores from this scale were then correlated 

first with scores from the common factor scale and seoond with scores from 

the revised scale. The coo:f'fieie11ts in each ease Y1ere . 99 . 

11 The results of previous studies support this hypothesis. Alioe ?.1".. 
Leahy, ~ Measurement 2£.. Urban ~ Environment,, Mim1eapolis: University of 
Mi.nnes-ota Press, 1936, PP• 41•49 , found that intercorrelation coefficients 
among sets of scores produced by the sigma teohnique,. simple scoring and the 
difference method were all ., 98 or above.. Sewell . The Consiiru.ction and 
Standardization of a Scale for the Measurement of t'he Soeio-Eeonomi'.o"status 
of Oklahoma Farm Femi lies. footnote 23. P• 43. ?;p.ea.ted this experiment in 
the construction of his seale and obtain.ad very similar results. Similar 
results were also obtained by Howard R.. Cottam.. Methods 2£. Measuring Level 
.2!_ Living,- Social .Participation ~ Adjustment if hhio ~ Peo)le,. Columbus: 
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 139 (Mimeographed • 1941 . p., 10. 
in the correlation of scores produced by the sigma technique and those produced 
by a technique which assigned weights on the basis of ori tics.l ratios of the 
.differences between differe11t groupings of the items., 



CHAPTER IV CONSTRUCTI ON AND STANDARDIZATION OF A SHORT SCALE 

1. Selection of Items 

The analysis in the preceding chapter resulted in the extraction of' a 

common factor which is considered to be , essentially, socioeconomic status. 

32 

A set of item weights ,vas computed, based on the ability of items to represent 

the common factor. The problem of constructing a short scale, then, is reduced 

to one of selecting a small number of items whi ch can adequately measure this 

fa."°tor. 

The first ori terion of selection was the factor loadings which indicate 

the association of items with the factor , and, thereby, their ability to reprea:,ent 

the factor. Seventeen items having the highest factor loadings were selected for 

preliminary consideration from the original group of twenty- nine. An examination 

of the matrix of' intercorrelati ons revealed that certain i tams among the seventeen 

were duplicating measure s . An example of this is found in the case of the items 

"Separate dining room" and "Separate kitchen . " A coefficient of' . 99 between th&&e 

tw(') items and their very similar correlations with other items i n the group indi• 

cated them to be, for all practical purposes . duplicating each other. "Separate 

dining roomtt was found to have a slightly higher factor loading and was retained 

in the scale to represent the pair of items . Similar instances were found in the 

case of "Living room floors finished" and "Living room woodwork finished" and in 

the case of "Kitchen sink" and "Running water .• " "Living room floors finished" 

and "Running water" were retained in the scale. 

The above eliminations reduced the preliminary group of seve.nteen items to 

fourteen . These fourteen items with their corresponding weights , computed in the 

preceding chapter., are presented in Table 5. Further analysis will reveal wheth$r 

these items provide a valid and reliable measure of socioeconomic status . 
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TABLE 5 

PRELIMIUARY SHORT SC.ALE 

1. Construction of house: Brick, stucco, etc., or painted frame • • 5 
Unpainted frame or other. • • • • • • . • 2 

2. Separate dining room? Yes • • 6 No • • 3 

3. Separate living room? Yes • • 5 No • • 2 

4. Living room floors finished? Yes • • 6 No • • 2 

5. Living room wall construction: Plaster or wallboard. • • • • . • 5 
Ceiling, building paper or none • 2 

6. Living room walls decorated? Yes • . 5 No . . l 

7. Living room lounge: Dlvan, davenport, studio eouoh, daybed or 
couch . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • . 5 

Bed, cot or none • . . . . . . . • • . • 2 

8 . Lighting facilities: Electric, gas, mantle or pressure • • • . . • 5 
Oil lamps, othor or none • • • • . • 2 

9. Water pi ped i nto house? Yes •· • 7 No • • 3 

10. Power washer? Yes • • 5 No • . 2 

11. Refrigerator: .Mechanical or ice • • . • • • • • • • • . . . • 5 
None • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • . • . 1 

12 .. Furniture insured? Yes • . 6 No • • 3 

13. Deep freeze or town locker? Yes • • 6 No • • 3 

14. Husband member of a farm cooperative? Yes • • 6 No • • 2 



2. Distribution of the Items of the Scale 

.An examination of the distribution of the items in the scale with 

reference to their classification in categories corresponding to the four 

components of socioeconomic status reveals that the scale is heavily weighted 

with material possessions. Of the fourteen items in the scale .. eleven are 

classified as material possessions,. two as cultural possessions e.nd the 

remaining one under social participation. Belcher~ in his revision of the 

original Sewell scale. found that material possessions were the most stable 

of the items in the scale. 1 Of the fifteen material possession items in 

the original scale, none has been invalidated by cultural change. as compared 

to seven of thirteen cultural possession items and one of eight social par-

ticipation items. The preponderance of the more stable material possessions 

in the present scale might be an advantage if the scale is found to provide 

valid and reliable measure of socioeconomic status. 

3. ~e of the Scale 

.An important characteristic of a scale is its ability to differentiate 

among status levels in the extreme high and low areas of the total range of 

status levels. Ni ne percent of the families in the 660 family construction 

sample were found to be rated either maximum or minimum on the present scale 

as compared to only one percent for the Sewell short scale. This difference 

is highly significant and i ndicates the Sewell scale to be superior to the 

present one in that respect . 

1 John c. Belcher. Evaluation and Restandardization of Sewell' s 
Socio-Econemic Scale. Unpublished study. Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College. Departme:lt of Sociolow" and Bl.iral Life. l;:50• PP• 6-7 .. 
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4. Standardization of the Scale 

The standardization of a scale is accomplished through the demonstration 

of its validity and reliability as a measure of a given trait or characteristic 

within a particular population. It is desired to standardize the present 

seal~ as a measure of the socioeconomic status for the open-country families 

of Oklahoma. 

(1) Validity. Vali dity is the ability of a scale to measure that 

which it purports to measure. The most connnon criteria of a scale's validity 

are high correlations between its scores for a group of families and scores 

for the same families by other scales whose validity has been established. 

A group of tests utilizing this technique are presented below. 

The first test of the soal~!s validi ty consisted of correlating its 

scores wit h scores on the original Sewell sea.le for the 660 families in the 

constructi on sample. This correlatiQIJ. yielded a coefficient of . 93. Similar 

tests based on the same sample yielded a coefficient of . 94 between its 

scores and scores on the revised scale and a coefficient of . 96 between its 

scores and scores on the common-factor scale presented in the preceding 

chapter. Tests using t he Sewell short scale as the validating criterion 

yi elded coefficients of . 87 for the construction sample and . 80 for a sample 

of 205 open-country families in Lincoln County. Oklahoma.2 

The results of' the above tests indicate the scale to be a valid measure 

of' the socioecoaomic status of open-country families in Oklahoma. The limi-

tations of such a vali dati on techni que become obvious, however, when it is 

2 The 206 schedules used in this study are from the unbroken v,hi te 
families interviewed in an open-country sample survey of Lincoln County. 
survey was conducted under the supervision of John c. Belcher and Robert 
Rohwer of the Department of Sociology and Rural Life of Oklahoma A. & M. 
during the eummer of l u 5(),. 

This 
A. 
Colle!&• 
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remembered that the present scale is derived from the original Sewell scale 

whi ch, together with other scales derived from it. is used as the validating 

cri terion . The validity of the present scale. then , is established only 

so long as the validity of the origi nal scale is unquestioned. 

A second limitation of such a validation technique is that it furnishes 

no basis for compari son of the va.lidi ty of various scales. In other words, 

a coeffici ent of . 87 bet-ween scores from ·t.;he present sea.le and scores from 

the Sewell short scale i ndicates a high degree of association but it does 

not indicate which of the scales provides the more valid measure of socio-

economic status. There is a need, t hen, for an independent criterion of 

socioeconomic status by which to gauge the relative validity of the various 

scales. 

The first step in establishing this criterion was to select a battery 

of variab:es which adequately represent t he four components of socioeconomic 

status as defined by Chapin. If socioeconomic status is assumed to be a 

single factor, and if a single factor is found which adequately accounts for 

the interoorrelations of the items in such a battery, then this factor can 

be assumed to provide a sufficiently close approximation to the status factor 

to serve as a criterion for validation. 

Three scales for which comparative statistics were desired, the Sewell 

short scale, the present short scale and t he common- factor seale developed 

in the preceding ohapter., 3 were selected as the first three of the defining 

variables. In additi on, one variable representing each of t he four components 

3 When scores from this scale were correlated with scores from the 
origi nal and revised scales for the 660 families of t he construction sample, 
the respective coefficients were . 98 and . 99. These extremely high coefficients 
indicate that all t hree scales provide very simi lar measures. The validi ty of 
the original and revised scales., then, can be inferred from the validity of 
t he oollll!lon- f'actor scale which i s directly tested. 



was selected for the analysi s. These variables were average school grade 

completed by husband and wife. interviewer' s estimate of value of dwel l ing . 

social participation index score. 4 and gross income per runmain unit. 5 These 
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variables represent the components of cultural possessions . material possessions, 

social participation and effective income in that order. 

Intercorrela.ticns of these i terns were computed for the 660 families of 

the construction sample and the first common factor was extracted by the 

Hotelling procedure. It was f ound that the first common factor provided a 

relatively good approximation of the intercorrelations of the above variables. 6 

The loadings of the three scales for this factor were . 948 for the Sewell 

short scale •• 922 for the present short scale and . 952 for the common- factor 

scale. Loadings for other variables were . 572 for education, . 628 for value 

of dwelling •• 618 for social participation and . 590 for income per ammain 

unit. The loadings of the scales for the cOllll!lon factor indicate that all 

three scales provide relatively valid measures of socioeconomic status as 

defined by the selected variables. 

(2) Reliability. Reliability is the consistency with which a scal e 

measures a characteristic. The second step in the standardi zation of the 

scale was the testing of its reliability as a measure of socioeconomic status. 

Several techniques are used in the testing of a scale ' s reliability. the most 

4 This is an index of formal social participation which assigns arbitra17 
scores of one for membership in an organization. two for attendance of one
four th or more of regularly scheduled meetings . three for cormnittee membership 
and four for holding office in the organization. .An additional three points 
are given for service on a jury• school board or agricultural comrni ttee. Fi V$ 

points are given for service as a neighborhood group l eader. The score used 
is the average score for both husband and wife. 

5 The figure used includes food and fuel furnished by farm and imputed 
rent value when home was owned or furnished with a rented farm. 

6 See Tabl-ti& 6 ewd 7. 
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oommon of which are the si multaneous scoring . the test- retest and the split-

half techniques. Because of the inability of the writer to perfonn the 

field work necessary f or the simultaneous scoring and test- retest techniques. 

only the split-half technique is used in the present study. Briefly. the 

split-half technique consists of di vi ding the i tams of a scale into two 

sepo.rate parts , each consisting of' al ternata i tams from the original so ale• 

and correlating the scores from the resulting scales . 

The correlati on of the split-half scores for the 660 fami l ies in the 

construction sample yielded a coefficient of . so. A similar correlation 

for the 205 family Lincoln County sample yielded a coefficient of . 72. When 

corrected for attenuation by the Spearman- Brown formula . 7 these coefficients 

became . 89 and .84 respectively. These coefficients are well above the minim1m1 

of . 80 usually required for coefficients obtained by this technique and com

pare favorably with those obt.ained by Sewell for his short scale. 8 These 

data. then , indicate the scale to be a reliable measure of the sooioeconomic 

status of families within the populations represented by the samples. For 

this evldence to be regarded as conclusive~ however. it should be supported 

by the results of other tests of the scale ' s reliability. 

5. Conclusions Regarding Validity~ Reliability 

The preceding data indicate the scale to be a valid and reliable measure 

of the socioeconomic status of open-country families in Oklahoma. It cannot 

7 This formula may be found in H. Sorenson. Statistics for Students of 
Ps;ychology and Education. Uew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.• Inc., 1936,. p. 342. 

8 The corrected coefficients obtained by Sewel l for his short scale 
were •. 81 for the Oklahoma sample, . 81 for the Louisiana sample and . 87 for 
the Kansas sample . See William H. Sewell . "A Short Form of the Farm Family 
Socioeconomic Status Scale. " Rural Sociology. 8 (Jun~ . 1943 ). 161-169. 
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TABLE 6 

II'ITERCORRELATI OI: COEFFICIEHTS OF THE SEVEN DEFINING VARIABLES 

Coefficients 
Variable 

Number* 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 • 6. 7. 

1 . • 871 . 908 . 611 . 600 . 565 . 496 

2. . 871 . 959 . 423 . 605 . 407 . 493 

3. . 908 . 959 . 449 . 602 . 541 . 484 

4. . 611 . 423 . 449 . 326 . 333 . 328 

5. . 600 . 605 . 602 . 326 . 313 . 199 

6. .565 . 407 . 541 . 333 . 313 . 602 

7. .496 . 493 . 484 . 328 . 199 . 602 

* Description of the var iables corresponding to these numbers are 
as follows: 

1. Sewell short scale 
2. Present short scale 
3. Common-factor scale 
4 . Average education of husband and wife 
5. Value of dwelling 
6. Social participation index score 
7. Income per ammain unit 
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TABLE 7 

RESIDUALS OF TIIE IKTERCORRELATI CN COEFFICIENTS OF THE SEVEN DEFINI HG VARI.ABLES 

AFTER THE I NTERCORRELATI 1'?;S ACCOU?"TED FOR BY 

THE FIRST COMMON FACTOR HAD BEEN SUBTRACTED 

Residuals 
Variable 

Number* 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 • 7. 

1. -.003 • 006 .069 .006 -.021 -.063 

2. -.003 .081 -.104 •. 021 - .. 163 -.051 

3. .006 .081 -.096 .005 -.047 -.078 

4 . . 069 -.104 -.096 -.033 -.020 -.009 

5. .006 .027 . 005 -.033 -.074 -.171 

6 . -.021 -.163 •.047 -. 020 -.074 .235 

7. -.063 -. 051 -.078 -.009 -.171 .235 

* For description of variables. see footnote to Table 6. 
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be concluded on the basis of these data, however, that the scale provides 

a measuring device whioh is superior to existing scales . Considering the 

greater range of the Sewell short scale and t he fact that it has already 

achieved wide-sp read acceptance and has been standardized f'or many populations 

other than Oklehoma f'arm people, no reconnnendations for the adoption of the 

present scale can b e made. 
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CHAPTER V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI ONS 

1. Summary 

The purposes of this s-tudy were: (1) to construct a short scale for 

the measurement of the socioeconomic status of open-country families in 

Oklahoma, (2) to test empirically,, in the construction of this scale, the 

assumption of previous scales that socioeconomic st.atus is a single factor 

measured by e•oh of the items included in these scales, and (3) to establish 

methodologically the utility of the scale constructed. 

Data for the study were from a 1947 survey of 825 families in four 

selected counties of Oklahoma. An examination of the sample secured from 

this survey indicated it to be sufficiently representative o:f the state as 

a whole and inclusive of a sufficient range of socioeconomic status levels 

to be adequate for the present study. 

The thirty-six items of the original Sewell scale were included in the 

schedule prepared for this survey. In a revision of this scale, Belcher 

found that eight of -the thirty-six i terns no longer met the stati stioal 

standards established by Sewell for item validation. These items were 

eliminated and one additional item on the schedule was found to be indica

tive of socioeconomic status. This item was, therefore, included in the 

revised scale. The schedule responses of 660 unbroken white families to the 

hrenty-nine i terns of the revised scale provided the data for this study. 

The statistical approach selected was that of factor analysis. No 

other research technique seemed adequate for accomplishing the purposes of 

t he study. A review of pertinent literature revealed no instance in which 

the technique had been employed in the construction, reconstruction or vali

dation of scales for use with farm families. The approach had been used,. 
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however, in oonstruction of sj_milar measuring devices and in reoonstruotion ) 
of e.n urban social status scale. The review of literature, then, indicated 

the use of factor analysis in the present study to be feasible. I 
To test the hypothesis that the twenty-nine items of the revised scale 

had socioeconomic status as a single common factor, tetrachoric coefficients 

were computed for all possible pairings of the i tams. The first common 

factor was extracted from the resulting matrix of intercorrelations. Upon 

examination, it was found that, in general . the interoorrelatiorts as re-

produced from the first common factor closely approximated the observed inter• 

correlations of the items. Also, all of the items were found to have relatively 

high positive loadings for the common factor. This factor was considered to 

be, essentially, the factor of socioeconomic status. 

The next step in the analysis was to compare scores from the revised 

soale with scores from a scale comprised of the same items weighted according 

to their ability to represent the first common factor. A coefficient of .99 

was obtained for the correlation between these sets of scores. When these 

two sets of scores were correlated wi th scores from a third scale comprised 

of the same i tams vii th weights of one for possession and aero for non-

possession, the resulting coefficients were. in each case •• 99 or over. From 

this evidence., it was concluded that, at least in the case of scales with 

relatively large numbers of items, little or no advantage is gained from 

refinements in weighting techniques. 

The short scale was constructed by eliminating from the common-factor 

scale those items with the lowest factor loadings and those indicated by 

their intercorrelations to be duplicating measures. The weights for the 

fourteen remaining items were those used in the common-factor scale. The 

resulting scale was found to be a valid and reliable measure of the socio-
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economi c status of open- country families in Oklahoma. The evidence of validity 

and reliability, however ., did not indicate the scale to be superior to the 

Sewell short scale and no recommendations were made for its adopti on in 

preference to the Sewell scale. 

2. Conclusions 

Data for this study, in general ., support the hypothesis that socioeconomic 

status may be represented by a single statistical factor . This conclusion is 

based on the f'aot that both the battery of items from the revised scale and 

the battery of defining variables used for validation yielded first common 

factors which successf'ully accounted for the major portion of the interoorra

lations of the variables in the respective batteries. 

A comparison of scores resulting from the application of different weight

ing techniques to the same group of items indicates that no significant ad.vanl:$geB 

are gained from the application of more refined weighting techniques to scales 

comprised of relatively large numbers of items. This conclusion is supported by 

similar findings in other studies . It is not known. however. whether this 

conclusion is valid for scales comprised of comparatively few items. 

The evidence presented in this study does not indicate the scales const~1oted 

to be superior to the scales from which they were derived. The long scale con

struoted in this study was found to yield essentially the s ame results as the 

original Sewell scale and t he Belcher revision of the original scale . When com

pared on the basis of a conunon- factor criterion . the Sewell short scale proved to 

be a more valid instrument than the short scale constructed in this study. Sina• 

there is no absolute criterion by which comparative validity can be established.• 

the validation data for the present study must be oon.strued as evidence supporting 

the validity of the Sewell scales and the revised scale. 
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3. Further Research Needs 

One limitation of the present study is that the selection of items for 

analysis was limited to those for which data were available from a survey 

made in 1947. This resulted in the analysis of a battery of items heavily 

weighted with material possessions . The component of effective income was 

not directly represented in the battery. and. with one exception. the com-

ponent of social participation was represen·l;;ed only by religious participa-

tion items. A possible area of further research would be to determine 

whether the findings of the present study would be supported by an analysis 

of a group of items in which the four components of socioeconomic status 

were more equitably represented. 

A single factor was extracted in the present study which provided a 

rather close approximation of the intercorrelations of the items analyzed. 

This factor was interpreted as essent ially a general factor of socioeconomic 

status. It may well be that such a measure is too broad to be serviceable 

in some types of 8pecialized research. Perhaps it would be possible to make 

a multi-factor interpretation of socioeconomic status which would provide 

data to satisfy such specialized needs as well as provide a general index of' 

socioeconomic status. The Thurstone Centroid technique of factor analysis 

which produces correlated factors lends itself readily to such an interpre-

tation. It is felt. however. that subtle distinctions between types of socio• 

economic status should wait for a more adequate definition of the concept.1 

1 Weaknesses of the present definition include. first . a lack of a 
linkage between the definition of socioeconomic status as the relative position 
of an individual or family ·wi t h reference to the four components. and the conoept 
of socioeconomic status as a product of the attitudes of people with which the 
individual or family is in contact. Second, t here is a need for a clear defi• 
nition of the universes from which the four components are supposedly drawn. 



.An important problem to be faced in the construction of socioeconomic 

status scales is t he lack of an absolute criterion by which to determine 

validity. The present study has used the first common factor from a group 

or variables which,. individually, have been used as indicators of socio

economic status. It is felt that the connnon factor or factors from such 
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a group of items gives a good representation to the concept of socioeconomic 

status. A careful examination of both the theoretical and technical aspects 

of the use of such an empirical definition is needed. 

The scale constructed in this study appears to be valid at the present 

time. There is no assurance, however, that it will remain so for any definite 

period since it is comprised of items which may be invalidated by cultural 

change. There is a periodic need for revision, reconstruction, or replacement 

of such scales to insure against loss of validity. 

The present scale has been constructed as a measure of t he socioeconomic 

status of open-country f ami lies in Oklahoma. It is believed by some that a 

similar scale may be possible for open-country or farm families of the United 

States as a whole . A possible area of research would be to determine whether 

a group of items might be selected which would function equally well as 

indicators of socioeconomic status in all areas of t he country. Such a projeot 

would call for a. great deal of research and involve the cooperation of researohens 

in all sections of the United States. 
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APPENDIX A 

Sewell' s Farm Family S9cioee-on9113io Status Soale 

Scale Items 

1. Construction of house: Brick, Stucco, etc., or painted frame (5}; Unpainted. 
frame or other (3) 

2. Room-person ratio: Uumber of rDoms + nU.Illber of persons. 
Ratiot Below 1.00 (J}; 1. 00-1.99 (5)1 2. 00-2. 99 (?); 3. 00 and. up (9} 

3. Separate dining rooms Yes (6); No (.3J 
4. Separate kitchen: Yes (6); No {J) 
5. Separate living room: Yes (6); No (3} 
6. Living room floors finished: Yes (7); No {4} 
7. Living room woodwork finished: Yes {5); No (2) 
8. Living room wall construction: Plaster (6); Wallboard (5); Ceiling (4); 

Building paper or no inside wall (2) 
9. Living room -walls decorated: Yes (5); No (2) 

10. Living room floor ooveringt Rugs or carpets (6) ; Linoleum or bare floors (.3) 
11. Shades and curtains or drapes on living room uindovs: Yes (5h No (2) 
12. Living room lounget Divan, davenport, or studio oouch (6) ;. Dey bed or 

couch (5); Bed, cot, or none (3} 
13. Lighting facilities: Electric (8); Gas, mantle, or pressure (6); Oil lamps, 

others or none (.3) 
14. Yater piped into house: Yes (S); No (4) 
15. Kitchen sink: Yes (7); No (4) 
16. Linoleum on kitchen floor: Yes (5); No (2) 
17. Po",er wsher: Yes (6); No (3) 
18. Refrigerators Mechanical (S); Ice (6); other or none (3) 
19. Radio: Yes (6); No (3) 
20. Telephone: Yes (6); No (3) 
21. Automobile ( other than truck) : Yes ( 5) J No ( 2) 
22. Furniture insured; Yes (7h ,o (4) 
2.3. Family takes a daily newspaper, Yes (6); No (3) 
24. Number of magazines regularly takent 0-1 (J); 2-3 (5); 4 .. 5 (7); 6 and up (8) 
25. Approximate number of books in the home: 0-7 (3); 8-49 (5); 50-99 (7); 

100 and up (8) 
26. Wife.Is education (grades completed) 1 0-7 (2); 8 (4); 9-11 (6) J 12 {7); 

l3 and up (8) 
27. Husbandts education (grades completed}: 0-7 (3); 8 (5); 9-11 (6); 12 (7); 

l3 and up (8) 
28. Husband's life insured.: Yes (6); No (3) 
29. Husband a chureh member: Yes (5); Mo (.3) 
.30. Husband attends church (t o.f meetings}I Yes (5); No (2) 
.31. Husband attends Sundey School Ct of meetings) t Yes (6); No (.3) 
32. Husband a member of a farm cooperative& Yes (8); No (4) 
33. Wife a church members Yes ( 5); No (2) 
.34. Wife attends church (t of meetings)I Yes ( 5); No (2) 
35. Wife attends Sund~ .School (t of meetings)t Yes (6); No (3) 
.36. Wife a. member of an extension or P.T .A. group: Yes (8); No (4) 



APPENDIX B 

Belcher•s Revision of Seyell•s Farm FamiJ,y Socioeconomic Status Scale 

Scale Items 

1. Construction of houses Briek, stueoo, eta.,. or painted frame ( 5); 
Unpainted: frame or other (2) 

2. Room-person ratio: Number of rooms £ number of persons . 
Ratio, Below 1.00 (2); 1. 00-1.99 (4J; 2.00-2 .. 99 (6); 3.00 and up (8) 

3 . Separate dining room: Yes (6); No (3) 
4. Separate kitehenr Yes (6); No (3) 
5. Separate living room:· Yes (;); No (2) 
6. Living room floors f'inisheds Yes (5); No (3) 
7. Living room woodwork finished: Yes (5); No (2) 
8. Living room wall construction: Plaster (6); Wallboard {4); Ceiling {3); 

Building paper or no inside wall ( 1) 
Living room walls decorated:s Yes (4); tfo (1) 9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 
14 .. 
15. 
16 .. 
17. 
lS .. 
19. 
20 .. 

21 .. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26~ 
27. 
2s. 
29. 

Living room lounges Divan, davenport, or studio eomili (5); Day bed or 
couch {4); Bed, cot, or none (2) 
Lighting facilities, Electric (6); Gas, mantle, or pressure (4); Oil 
lamps, others, or none {2} 
Water piped into house: Yes (6); No {3) 
Kitchen sink: Yes (6}; No {3} 
Linoleum on kitchen floort Yes(;); No (2) 
Power washer: Yes ( 5); No (2) 
Refrigerator: Mechanical (6)J Iee (4); Other or none (1) 
Deep freeze unit or tow locker: Yes {6}; No (3) 
Furniture insured, Yes (6); No (3) 
Fam111' takes a dail1' newspaper: Yes ( 5); No (.3) 
Number of magazines regular:cy taken: 0-l (3); 2-3 (5); 4-5 (6); 
6 and up (7) 
Approximate number of books in the home: 0-7 (2); 8-49 (4); 50-99 (6); 
100 and up (7) 
Husband's life insured: Yes (6}; No (J) 
Husband a chureh member: Yes ( 5); No (3) 
Husband attends church (t of meetings)t Yes (6); No {3) 
Hus-band attends Sund.ey School (t of meetings): Yes (6}} No (3) 
Husband a member o.f a farm cooperatives Yes ( 5); No (3J 
Wi:fe a church member1 Yes ( 5); No {2) 
Wlfe attends ehuroh (t of meetings): Yes {5); No (3) 
Wife attends Sundey School {t of meetings): Yes {6); No (3) 
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APPENDIX C 

Short Form of Sewell' s Farm FamiJ.x Socioeconomic Status Seale 

Seale Items 

1. Oonstruotion or house: Brick, stucco, etc., or painted frame (5); 
Unpainted frame or other (3) 

2 . Room--person ratios Number of rooms t number of persons. 
Ratio& Below 1.00 (3); 1.00-1.99 (5); 2. 00 and up (7) 

3. Lighting faeilities1 Eleetric (8); Gas, mantle, or pressure (6); 
Oil lamps, others or none (3) 

4. Water piped into house: Yes (8); No (4) 
5. Power wsher: Yes (6); No (3) 
6. Refrigerator: Mechanical (8); Ioe (6); other or none (3) 
7. Radiot Yes (6); No (3) 
8. Telephone: Yes (6}; No (3) 
9 . Automobile ( other than truclc) : Yes ( 5) ; No ( 2) 

10. Famizy- takes dai]¥ newspaper: Yes (6); No (3) 
ll, Wife' s education (grades completedh 0-7 (2); 8 (4); 9-11 (6); l2 (7); 

l3 and up (8) 
12. Husbandts education (grad.es eomple1;ed) : 0-7 (3); 8 (;); 9-11 (6); 

12 (7); 13 and u,p (8) 
13. Husband attends church or Sundey School (t of meetings): Yes (5); 

No (2) 
14. Wife attends church or Sundey School Ct o:f meetings): Yes ( 5); No (2) 
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